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Abstract. Multimodal fusion classifications are more generalizable and may be
utilized in a variety of domains, including medical care, automotive autopilot, and
in this paper’s study of sentiment identification. This study is motivated by the
human perception technique for emotion; it merges the information from audi-
tory and visual modalities to create a novel multimodal fusion emotion algorithm;
and it conducts tests to confirm the algorithm’s stability. The uncertainty is used
as fuzzy propositions for further decision fusion by quantitative calculation of
uncertainty, and a credible identification choice is ultimately generated by merg-
ing D-S evidence theory. The suggested fusion approach achieves 81.25 percent
identification accuracy on the MELD dataset.
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1 Introduction

D’Mello et al. conducted an experiment to compare the accuracy of unimodal and mul-
timodal expression identification using a statistical method; the results showed that
multimodal performance was experimentally superior than unimodal performance. The
datasets that were used in the experiment included a variety of different types. There
is a possibility that the researcher known as Chen M. incorporated all of this data in
the paper that they wrote (2018). The McGurk phenomenon demonstrates that when the
brain perceives, the various senses are spontaneously and instinctually merged to inter-
pret information, and any sensory input is processed as a whole. This is demonstrated by
the fact that when the brain perceives, it processes information as a whole. The fact that
the brain analyzes information in its entirety as it senses is evidence of this proposition.
This is shown by the fact that when the brain processes information, it does it in its whole
while it is experiencing it at the same time. This process takes place whenever the brain
is presented with new information for the very first time.

In the case that the brain gets inadequate or faulty sensory input, the brain will
interpret information received from the outside world with a skewed point of view.
Because of this, the brain is more likely to be open to the possibility of forming incorrect
conclusions. As this is the case, multimodal feature fusion identification technology
has been a popular topic of study over the course of the past two years (D’ MelloS K,
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Fig. 1. Evidence Theory Multimodal Fusion Framework Diagram

2015; Noda K,2014). This is due to the fact that this particular circumstance exists. In
connection with the matter at hand, China has attained a certain level of accomplishment
up to the current day. Han, Zhang, and their coworkers introduced a new paradigm for
multi-view learning with their plausible multi-view classification technique (Srivastava
N, 2014) for multi-view learning by dynamically integrating diverse viewpoints at the
evidence layer. This new paradigm was based on the idea that multi-view learning can
be improved through the integration of multiple perspectives. This new paradigm was
founded on the premise that multi-view learning may be enhanced by the inclusion of
many views. This thought was the impetus for the development of this new paradigm.
This new paradigm is based on the idea that simultaneously taking into account more
than one perspective may make multi-view learning more successful. This idea was the
impetus for the development of this newparadigm.The purpose of doing thiswas tomake
the process of collecting information fromavariety of perspectivesmore straightforward.
Classification.

2 Method

2.1 Model Framework

This paper’s multimodal fusion method belongs to the late fusion algorithm, also known
as the decision layer-based multimodal fusion technique. This chapter presents an
uncertainty-based multimodal emotion decision fusion approach to further enhance the
model recognition by fusing the first two modal classification models at the decision
level. The framework model diagram appears as follows (Fig. 1):

2.2 Uncertainty Calculation

Certain basic fusion algorithms are prone to making erroneous fusion judgments during
the process of multimodal decision fusion. In this research, the findings produced from
the spoken emotion recognition model and the picture emotion recognition model are
combined. If the two arrive at the same conclusion, the final classification result has a high
likelihood of being accurate. However, if the two modal recognition models generate
contradictory findings, the simple decision summing is likely to provide incorrect results,
as seen in Fig. 2.
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As seen in Fig. 2, the model employs the Softmax activation function for the classi-
fication job, where the final vector of probability distributions is produced regardless of
whether the input data is recognized or not, and the sum of probabilities for each cate-
gory is 1. In actuality, the model is uncertain that the probabilities should decrease while
classifying, hence multimodal input judgments are often overconfident throughout the
decision fusion process. Consequently, credible fusion requires a quantitative estimate
of the certainty and unpredictability of the judgments.

Multimodal data and even classification models have uncertainty, which may be
categorized as data uncertainty and model uncertainty. Noise and uneven data volume
are uncertainty in voice data for sentiment recognition, whereas lighting, contrast, and
shooting angle are uncertainties in picture data. There is no possibility to simulate a
totally correct recognition model with limited parameters due to model uncertainty.
Murat Sensoy et al. introduced evidential deep learning formeasuring uncertainty (Murat
Sensoy,2018) because uncertainty is pervasive in data andmodels but difficult to describe
and measure correctly. As the Softmax function removes the trustworthiness of each
modality, theSoftmaxof thefinal output layermust be replacedwith alternative activation
functions whose outputs are not negative. In this article, the Relu activation function is
used, and the Relu function’s output serves as the evidence layer. e = [e1, e2, · · · , ek ],
and k = 4, ,which reflects the four types of emotion discussed in this paper? The related
categories in the evidence layer no longer indicate the likelihoodof recognition, but rather
the quality of evidence, which may quantitatively describe the classification model’s
dependability and will be utilized for future probability distribution and uncertainty
computation. The formula for its computation is as follows:

u = c
k∑

i=1
(ei + 1) + c

(1)

where: u is the uncertainty, c is the defined constant, and
k∑

i=1
ei is equal to the sum of the

all-evidence mass in the evidence layer.
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Under constant circumstances, the greater the sum of the quality of the evidence in
the output layer, the lower the value that shows the uncertainty of the modal choice. As
uncertainty is the inverse of the modality’s credibility, this also signifies the modality’s
greater credibility. Following analysis, this phrasemay effectively depict the relative size
of uncertainty. The output evidence layer then models the choices of the two modalities
individually eau = [

eau1 , eau2 , · · · , eauk
]
for the audio emotion recognition model and

evidence output layer eima = [
eima1 , eima2 , · · · , eimak

]
Given the image recognition model,

then use Eq. 5 to independently construct the two evidence vectors, and the credibility
of the audio recognition decision is 1− uau, and the credibility of the image recognition
decision is 1 − uima. Finally, we calculate the probability distribution of the decision:

pt = et + 1
k∑

i=1
(ei + 1) + c

(2)

where: pt is the predicted probability value of the decision for the type t of outcome,

and
k∑

t=1
pt + u = 1 is derived from Eq. 2.

2.3 Decision Fusion Based on D-S Evidence Theory

The identification framework is the fundamental concept of this decision information
fusion theory, which contains independent belief quality distributions inwhich all frame-
work elements are mutually exclusive and ensures that the framework contains all
possible outcomes and a finite number of outcomes, as shown in Eq. 3.

� = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θN } (3)

where � is the identification frame, θ is each individual element of the frame.
The four independent components in this article correlate to the four classed emo-

tions "happy," "sad," "terrified," and "neutral." The four emotions are autonomous and
mutually exclusive in the categorization trials, and each emotion is referred to as an
element of the emotion identification framework � in this paper. Then, another funda-
mental term in evidence theory, the power set, is likewise a set consisting of all subsets
of the recognition framework, with the following expression:

2� =
{

�, {θh}, {θs},
{
θf

}
, {θn}, {θh, θs},

{
θh, θf

}
, · · · ,

{
θh, θs, θf , θn

}

}

(4)

where: θh, θs, θf , θn corresponds to the independently distributed probabilities of each
one from the four emotions, {θh, θs} represents the fuzzy probability that the emotion
is “happy” or “sad”,

{
θh, θs, θf , θn

}
is the full set of the recognition framework, and

represents the fuzzy probability that all four emotions are possible:

p(A) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

∑

Ai∩Bj
pau(Ai)pima(Bj)

1−K ,A �= �

0,A = �

(5)
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K =
∑

Ai∩Bj=�

pau(Ai)p
ima(Bj) < 1 (6)

where: K is the conflict factor, 1/(1−K) is the regularization factor, and the destination
equation lets the sum of expressions be 1.

Through the steps in the above, the audio recognition decision distribu-
tion pau

[
pau1 , pau2 · · · pauk , uau

]
, and the image recognition decision distribution

pima
[
pima1 , pima2 · · · pimak , uima

]
are now derived. p1, p2 · · · pk where is the reasonable

probability distribution for each kind of emotion and represents the uncertainty. When
a modality is unsure about the ultimate choice, it may be seen as a fuzzy probability,
both among the uncertainty probabilities, which may be the probability of each feeling
distribution, and the whole set of probabilities � in the power set, which corresponds{
θh, θs, θf , θn

}
in this paper.

If the conflict coefficient K is equal to 1, there is no way to calculate it. When the K
value is too large and the conflict between propositions is too obvious, it is feasible to
construct paradoxes by fusing illogical choice information fusion outcomes.

Figure 3 depicts howwe then combine the multimodal choice information using D-S
evidence theory.

The total of the empty regions in Fig. 3a shows the K-conflict coefficient, which
is the distribution of mutually exclusive modal choices. For instance, when the audio
recognition model identifies “happy” emotion and the image recognition model iden-
tifies “sad” emotion, the two modalities result in contradicting conclusions, and when
the audio recognition model identifies “sad” emotion, the two modalities result in con-
flicting decisions. When the audio recognition model identifies a result as “sad” and the
picture recognition model identifies the outcome as “uncertain,” the fusion judgment
“sad” is not contradictory and may be deemed logical reasoning. In accordance with the
evidence theory, conflicting information is deleted and non-conflicting information is
re-normalized in order to get a fusion judgment. If we conclude directly in this manner,
we will find that four categories of emotions were initially identified, but the classifica-
tion result also includes a category of “uncertainty.“ Therefore, in the fusion process,

pau(happy)

pau(sad)

pau(fear)

pau(neutral)

uau

pima(happy) Pima(sad) pima(fear) pima(neu) uima
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Fig. 3. Decision information fusion floor plan(a)/(b)
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this paper will also include the case of uncertainty in both modalities into the conflict
coefficient, as depicted in Fig. 3 (b), and the new method for calculating the conflict
coefficient is shown in Eq. 7:

K ′ =
∑

Ai∩Bj=�

pau(Ai)p
ima(Bj) + uauuima < 1 (7)

3 Experiments

This work discusses the enhancement of the modal output layer by substituting the
Softmax activation function with the Relu activation function. The findings of the output
layer are employed as the evidence layer for subsequent credible multimodal fusion. c
value is very important, and this chapter adjusts the size of c via experiments to acquire
varied recognition effects onMELDdatasets (Soujanya Poria,2019), and then concludes.
The experimental outcomes are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, it can be deduced that the accuracy does not grow or decrease con-
stantly as the constant c changes. Instead, there is a peak at c= 6, with a model accuracy
of 81.25 percent. Themagnitude of the uncertainty is affected by the value of the constant
c. If the value of c is too tiny, the uncertainty is negligible, and the extracted uncertainty
plays no part in the fusion procedure. If the value of c is big and the model uncertainty
is high, it is impossible to make a credible judgment, and the whole model effect will
be deteriorated, resulting in a loss in classification accuracy.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the accuracy obtained by decision fusion using
the Softmax activation function directly with the mean is even less than that obtained
by unimodality. This is because, after using the Softmax activation function, the belief
quality information of the modality is discarded and the recognition rate of almost all
categories is too high, resulting in “overconfidence” of unimodality. If the modality is
misclassified, it will contaminate the decision of the unimodality. In contrast, the Relu
activation function, despite its lower correct rate improvement, is more rational and

Table 1. Different c values correspond to the fusion accuracy

Condition Accuracy on MELD datasets

c = 1 73.25

c = 2 73.75

c = 3 74.00

c = 4 76.25

c = 5 78.00

c = 6 81.25

c = 7 79.25

c = 8 79.00
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Table 2. Recognition accuracy under different fusion algorithms

Fusion method Recognition accuracy

Softmax + Average method 75.00

Relu + Average method 79.75

Softmax + Cascade + FC 78.50

Relu + Cascade + FC 79.50

Method in this paper 81.25

capable of producing consistent improvement. After removing the uncertainty of the
modalities, we apply evidence theory to further fuse the decision information and get an
81.25% right identification rate, which also demonstrates the applicability of the fusion
technique introduced in this chapter for multimodal emotion detection.

4 Conclusion

This research offered audio and image-based algorithms for sentiment recognition. Next,
the output of the classification model is re-modeled by substituting the activation func-
tion, from which the uncertainty of the modal correspondence choice is derived, and the
decision information fusion process of the multi-modal re-modeling is adopted by the
D-S evidence theory. In order to address the possibility of paradoxes occurring in the
actual application of evidence theory or the impossibility of doing the calculation, this
chapter proposes a new method for assigning belief quality as part of re-modeling the
evidence layer. In the experimental process, the optimal value of uncertainty extraction
constant c is first determined through controlled experiments. Then, the effect of the
multimodal fusion algorithm proposed in this chapter is compared with the unimodal
recognition algorithm, and the results of various fusion methods are compared. Finally,
a recognition accuracy of 81.25 percent is achieved on the MELD dataset, indicating
that the fusion algorithm in this chapter is feasible and effective.
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